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in Malayalam Books.Q: Python script performance issues I
have a Python script that takes a 'list' of files from a
directory tree and checks if a list of words are present in
each file. If the words are not present then it creates a list
called 'new_words_to_look_for'. The next thing the script
does is it checks if any of the words in the files are listed in
the 'new_words_to_look_for' list. If they are then the script
does something else. For my test set I have a directory tree
where each file contains a list of 'numbers'. Most of the
'numbers' are words but some are other words like 'fff' or
'ffj'. Each of the 'numbers' in one file are not in the others
files. In this case, this means that the script will not detect
the 'numbers' as matching words. The issue I have is that this
script is slow because it has to check each of the files and I
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don't know a good way to make this happen faster. I have
tried using a dictionary and storing a list of words that are in
each file but I don't see how this is going to be faster. import
os import sys import glob import glob2 import re import
collections import pickle dictionary_file =
"D:/subfolder/dictionary.txt" new_words_to_look_for =
["abs", "adj", "all", "amazing", "appreciate", "any", "as",
"be", "better", "bigger", "bite", "cat", "chairs", "cats",
"change", "ch 3da54e8ca3
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